
Ampacoll® F

Ampacoll® F
for window joints

Roll dimensions
Length: 25 m / Width: 80 mm / Thickness: 2 mm

Box contents Pallet details
2 rolls = 50 m1 30 boxes = 1‘500 m1

} Can be plastered using a  
partial fleece coating

} Extremely flexible in corners

} Diffusion resistant

Window installation tape of butyl rubber

Specifications:

Storage time 2 years

Processing temperature from 0 °C

Temperature resistance -40 to +90 °C
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Jahre Garantie*

Ans Garantie

Anni Garanzia

Years Warranty

Optimized for use with the following

materials:

} Wall membranes

} Wood, planed, dry, dust-free

} Raw wood *

} Soft wood fibre board *

} OSB boards * and chipboard *

} Gypsum wall board *

} Gypsum fiberboard *

} Concrete (rough and smooth) *

} Dust-free brickwork *

} Grouting, mortar, plaster, etc. *

} Metals (aluminum, steel, etc.)

} PE components (e.g. cladding)

} PVC components (e.g. windows)

} Bitumen, sanded strips *

* always use primer

Processing tips

Using a partially applied highly flexible base coat and a fleece applied to the other side that can be plastered over, Ampacoll® F  
is ideal for masonry and concrete construction. The tape has the advantage that it can be cut with a knife and fixed to the 
window frame. The window is then mounted and the masonry or concrete primed. Then stretch the tape to the corners and 
press down, starting from the corners to the reveal. The result: a complete seal, even in the corners.

Gaps of up to 1 cm can be bridged. Rough or chipped reveals should be plastered first. The fleece is used as a primer 
for subsequent plastering of the reveal. To avoid cracking where the different materials join, the use of a plaster base 
is recommended.
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*  Security is part 
of the system at 
Ampack. We cover 
the cost of removal 
and replacement, 
and consequential 
damage, as well 
as the replacement 
materials.

Ampack AG
Seebleichestrasse 50
CH-9401 Rorschach
Phone +41 (0)71 858 38 00
Fax +41 (0)71 858 38 37
ampack@ampack.ch
www.ampack.eu
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